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UPPER BOUNDS FOR CONSTANT SLOPE p-ADIC
FAMILIES OF MODULAR FORMS
JOHN BERGDALL
Abstract. We study p-adic families of eigenforms for which the p-
th Hecke eigenvalue ap has constant p-adic valuation (“constant slope
families”). We prove two separate upper bounds for the size of such
families. The first is in terms of the logarithmic derivative of ap while
the second depends only on the slope of the family. We also investigate
the numerical relationship between our results and the former Gouveˆa–
Mazur conjecture.
The purpose of this article is to prove new results on the sizes of p-adic
families of modular forms. Here, we describe our results in the case of tame
level 1. See the text for full generality and precise definitions and theorems.
Suppose that k ≥ 2 and f =
∑
an(f)q
n is a normalized Hecke eigenform
of weight k and level Γ0(p) where p is a fixed prime. If f is of non-critical
slope, meaning the p-adic valuation vp(ap(f)) of ap(f) is less than k − 1,
then work of Hida ([29]) and Coleman ([18]) implies that there is a formal
q-expansion
f =
∑
an(κ)q
n
where the an(κ) are rigid analytic functions in κ, at κ = k the q-expansion
fk :=
∑
an(k)q
n is the same as f , and for κ = k′ a sufficiently large integer
fk′ is also the q-expansion of a normalized eigenform of weight k
′ and level
Γ0(p). The common domain of the functions an(κ) is implicit in f ; it is an
open affinoid subdomain U , containing k, inside the p-adic weight space.
In general, we refer to f as a p-adic family “passing through f .” A family
has constant slope if κ 7→ vp(ap(κ)) is constant over the domain. This
can always be arranged by shrinking the domain, so for a given f there is a
smallest integer CS(f) ≥ 0 such that a constant slope family passing through
f exists on a domain containing every integer k′ ≡ k mod (p− 1)pCS(f). We
call CS(f) the “constant slope (valuation) radius” of f . Bounding CS(f)
from below is the same as bounding the size of f from above. Our first result
is such a bound. We prove that
(0.1) vp
(
ap(f)
a′p(k)
)
≤ CS(f)
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where a′p(k) =
dap
dκ |κ=k is the derivative of ap over a p-adic family containing
f (see Theorem 3.4). The proof of (0.1) is classical p-adic analysis after pre-
cise definitions are made, and the argument applies equally to non-classical
p-adic eigenforms.
A special case of (0.1) is realized by applying a famous theorem of Green-
berg and Stevens (and its generalizations) to rewrite (0.1) as
(0.2) − vp (Lf ) + vp(2) ≤ CS(f)
where Lf ∈ Qp is the L -invariant of f if, say, f is a newform. This allows
one, for instance, to rule out the existence of very large p-adic families in
many cases. On the other hand, the bound (0.1) also visually takes the form
(0.3) h− “error” ≤ CS(f)
where h = vp(ap(f)) is the slope of f . This matches the numerical calcula-
tions that led to the Gouveˆa–Mazur conjecture ([26]), so it is interesting to
study how tight (0.1) is. It cannot be tight in general because, for instance,
there exists newforms whose L -invariants have positive valuation (in which
case “error” is quite large!).
One feature of (0.1) is that it depends on f and not just the slope h.
This is notable because there is an implicit understanding among experts
that the magnitude of h is a direct obstruction to the existence of a family
with constant slope h. Roughly, larger h’s should correspond to smaller
families. Motivated by this, we give a second bound of the form
(0.4) ⌊mp(h)⌋ ≤ CS(f)
where mp(h) is a non-negative function that grows like log h as h→∞ (see
Theorem 7.4). Actually, we will only produce a non-trivial bound if p > 3.
Unlike (0.1), it is crucial that f is classical for (0.4) to hold; there is
no bound like (0.4) if we allow all p-adic eigenforms of slope h at once
because of “spectral halos.” To illustrate the role of the classicality, let us
sketch an argument which is not complete. Consider the conjecture made
by Gouveˆa ([25]) which says that there is a 0% chance that the slope of a
weight k (classical) eigenform lies strictly between k−1p+1 and
k−2
2 . Suppose
that not only is Gouveˆa’s conjecture true but that it also can be strengthened
to say that absolutely no slopes appear in that range. Then, for a fixed
slope h and weight k, among the k′ ≥ 2 satisfying k′ ≡ k mod p − 1 and
k′−1
p+1 < h <
k′−2
2 there is at least one with vp(k
′−k) roughly log h (or higher),
and our assumption implies that no constant slope family of slope h passes
over such k′. The argument fails because, of course, Gouveˆa’s conjecture
is completely open and it further seems likely that the strengthening we
considered is true only those p that Buzzard has called SL2(Z)-regular ([11]).
It is false for p = 59, for instance.
The previous argument assumes certain slopes do not appear at all in
certain weights. The key point in salvaging it is to use that a p-adic family
of eigenforms comes equipped with a p-adic family of Galois representations
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and the “mod p reduction” is constant over the family. The substitute for
Gouveˆa’s global conjecture is a purely local version (Theorem 6.6 in the text)
that rules out lifts of the mod p reduction of a fixed crystalline representation
to crystalline representations, in other weights, with prescribed slope. This
result, which we do not describe further but consider it of independent
interest, is an application of a theorem proven by Berger, Li, and Zhu ([7]).
It is in applying their result that the cases of p = 2 and p = 3 must be
excluded.
In summary, if f has slope h then we have (for p > 3) proven a bound
(0.5) max
(
⌊mp(h)⌋,−vp(a
′
p(k)/ap(f)
)
≤ CS(f)
for some explicit function mp(h). At the end of this article, we will give
some numerical evidence that this bound is near to being tight, and we will
discuss the relationship between (0.5) and the Gouveˆa–Mazur conjecture.
We end by noting that automorphic and Galois-theoretic methods playing
dual roles is typical for studies of deformation questions within the “Lang-
lands program.” In the situation at hand, Wan ([42]) used (p-adic) auto-
morphic methods to produce upper bounds for quantities resembling CS(f)
(thus lower bounds on the sizes of p-adic families) almost twenty years ago.
As far as we know, those results have not been improved upon. By contrast,
we prove bounds in the opposite direction and our bounds are either proven
by Galois-theoretic considerations indicated above or may be interpreted as
Galois-theoretic quantities (this is the case for (0.2); see Remark 4.6).
Organization. This article is comprised of multiple short sections. Sections
1 through 3 concern the the first bound above and they also serve to set the
notation and clarify the hypotheses. In Section 4 we discuss L -invariants,
whereas Section 5 contains a non-trivial example where (0.1) is an equality.
Sections 6 through 8 are concerned with the second bound. In Section 9,
we examine the relationship between our results and the Gouveˆa–Mazur
conjecture.
Notations. The letter p always means a fixed prime number. We also will
also need a second integer N ≥ 1 that is assumed to be co-prime to p.
We write Qp for an algebraic closure of Qp, Cp for its completion, and
we normalize the p-adic valuation on Cp so that vp(p) = 1. Throughout the
paper we measure everything according to valuations, rather than norms.
If Q denotes the algebraic numbers in C, then we also fix an embedding
Q ⊂ Qp, allowing us to compute vp(α) where α is an algebraic integer,
construct Qp-linear Galois representations associated to eigenforms, etc.
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1. A consequence of the maximum modulus principle
Suppose that m ≥ 0 is a rational number. Consider the one-dimensional
Tate algebra over Cp given by
Cp〈wp
−m〉 =
∑
i≥0
riw
i : ri ∈ Cp and vp(ri) +mi→ +∞ as i→ +∞
 .
This is a Cp-Banach algebra with the Gauss valuation
(1.1) v(m)(F ) = inf {vp(ri) +mi : i ≥ 0} .
For w0 ∈ Cp we writeB(w0,m) for the affinoid space defined by vp(w−w0) ≥
m. Then, there is a canonical isomorphism between Cp〈wp
−m〉 and the ring
O(B(w0,m)) of rigid analytic functions on B(w0,m). We write B
◦ for the
open p-adic unit disc
B◦ = {w : vp(w) > 0} =
⋃
m>0
B(0,m).
Definition 1.1. Suppose that W ⊂ B◦ is an affinoid open subdomain and
w0 ∈W . The radius of W at w0 is
mw0(W ) = inf {m > 0: B(w0,m) ⊂W} .
Our only result here is an application of the maximum modulus principle.
Proposition 1.2. Let W ⊂ B◦ be an affinoid open subdomain and F ∈
O(W ) such that w 7→ vp(F (w)) is constant on W . Then, for any w0 ∈ W ,
we have
vp(F (w0))− vp(F
′(w0)) ≤ mw0(W ).
Proof. It is sufficient to show the result for W = B(0,m) and w0 = 0 (so
mw0(W ) = m). Consider any F =
∑
riw
i ∈ Cp〈wp
−m〉. The maximum
modulus principle ([8, Proposition 5.1.4/3]) implies that
(1.2) inf
w∈B(0,m)
vp(F (w)) = v
(m)(F ).
Since vp(F (w)) is constant on B(0,m), the left-hand side of (1.2) is equal
to vp(F (0)). On the other hand, (1.1) gives
v(m)(F ) ≤ vp(r1) +m = vp(F
′(0)) +m.
Rearranging the inequalities, the result follows. 
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2. p-adic eigenforms
Write W for the p-adic weight space over Cp. Thus a Cp-point of W is a
continuous character κ : Z×p → C
×
p . Denote by ∆ ⊂ Z
×
p the multiplicative
torsion subgroup and note that Teichmu¨ller lifts give a splitting ∆×Γ ≃ Z×p
where Γ is pro-cyclic. Given a character ǫ of ∆, we say that κ ∈ W is of
type ǫ if κ|∆ = ǫ. In this way, we can write W as a union
W =
⋃
ǫ
Wǫ
of connected components Wǫ consisting exactly of those κ of type ǫ. If
the type of κ is fixed, then κ is completely determined by its value κ(γ)
for some/any choice of generator γ for Γ. We fix such a choice and then
for κ ∈ W we define wκ = κ(γ) − 1. The association κ 7→ wκ provides a
coordinate chartWǫ ≃ B
◦, for any ǫ, that depends on γ only up to isometry.
In particular, for each κ ∈ W and rational number m > 0 we have a well-
defined open affinoid subdomain B(κ,m) := B(wκ,m) ⊂ W.
Remark 2.1. If k ∈ Z, then it defines an element k ∈ W given by the
character z 7→ zk. A direct computation shows that vp(wk − wk′) = 1 +
vp(2) + vp(k − k
′).
Now we turn towards modular forms. Assume for the rest of this article
that N ≥ 1 is an integer and p ∤ N . We write Γ1(N), Γ0(p), and Γ =
Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(p) for the standard congruence subgroups of SL2(Z). For k ≥ 2
we denote by Mk(Γ1(N)) and Mk(Γ) the space of weight k modular forms
of levels Γ1(N) and Γ. We will also use the notations Sk(Γ1(N)) and Sk(Γ)
for the corresponding spaces of cuspforms.
We will use bold T’s to stand for certain Hecke algebras. Specifically,
TN is the commutative Z-algebra generated by symbols Tℓ, for ℓ ∤ N a
prime, and 〈d〉, for d ∈ (Z/NZ)×. Then, TN acts by endomorphisms on
Mk(Γ1(N)) through the standard Hecke operators with the same notation.
We write TΓ for the same Z-algebra except the symbol Tp is replaced by Up
and then it acts by endomorphisms on Mk(Γ). As a convention, we shorten
the phrase “f ∈Mk(Γ) is a normalized eigenform for TΓ” to “f ∈Mk(Γ) is
an eigenform”, or some variation on that (and similarly for Mk(Γ1(N))).
If g is an eigenform we write aℓ(g) for its ℓ-th Hecke eigenvalue and ψg
for its nebentype character. When g is further an element of Mk(Γ1(N)),
its p-th Hecke polynomial is defined to be X2 − ap(g)X + ψg(p)p
k−1. We
may factor this polynomial as (X −α)(X −β), and the algebraic integers α
and β are called (p-)refinements of g. Given a refinement, say α, we define
gα(z) = g(z) − βg(pz).
The modular form f = gα (which is called a (p-)stabilization) is then an
eigenform in Mk(Γ) whose Hecke eigenvalues under Tℓ (ℓ 6= p) and 〈d〉 are
the same as g’s, but whose Up-eigenvalue is α. Because N is prime to p,
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every eigenform in Mk(Γ) is either a stabilization or new at level p (a “p-
new” eigenform).
Definition 2.2. Let f ∈Mk(Γ) be an eigenform.
(a) f is called regular if either f is p-new or f = gα for some eigenform
g ∈Mk(Γ1(N)) whose p-th Hecke polynomial has distinct roots.
(b) The slope of f is vp(ap(f)). The slope is non-critical (or f has non-
critical slope) if vp(ap(f)) < k − 1.
Remark 2.3. The regularity condition always holds if k = 2 and follows in
general from a conjecture of Tate (see [19]). It is also vacuous if N = 1 ([25,
Theorem 1]).
Remark 2.4. We will also sometimes refer to the slope vp(ap(g)) of an eigen-
form g ∈Mk(Γ1(N)). If vp(ap(g)) <
k−1
2 then the two stabilizations gα and
gβ are distinct and give regular eigenforms at level Γ; their slopes are given
(in some order) by vp(ap(g)) and k − 1− vp(ap(g)).
For each p-adic weight κ we now writeM †κ(Γ) for Coleman’s space of over-
convergent p-adic modular forms of tame level Γ1(N) and weight κ ([18]).
This space still has an action of TΓ by endomorphisms and the subspace
S†κ(Γ) of overconvergent p-adic cuspforms is Hecke stable.
The eigencurve CN of tame level N (see [20, 12]) is the one-dimensional
rigid analytic space over Qp that parameterizes the TΓ-eigensystems ap-
pearing in the spaces M †κ(Γ) and which are non-vanishing at Up (finite slope
eigensystems). For instance, if f ∈Mk(Γ) is an eigenform, then f naturally
defines a finite slope eigenform in M †k(Γ) and thus a canonical point of CN .
From now on, we implicitly consider CN as a rigid analytic space over Cp.
Given a finite slope eigenform f ∈M †κ(Γ) we use the notation xf for the cor-
responding point on CN . The map which sends xf 7→ κ defines a canonical
map κ : CN →W called the weight map. We also have natural morphisms
aℓ : CN → A
1 (ℓ ∤ N prime)
〈d〉 : CN → A
1 (gcd(d,N) = 1)
which record the Hecke eigensystem at a given point (A1 is the affine line).
The function ap is non-vanishing on CN .
Definition 2.5. A classical point on CN is a point of the form x = xf for
some eigenform f ∈Mk(Γ).
Classical points are ubiquitous on CN . For instance, points of integer
weight have neighborhood bases in which the classical points are Zariski-
dense.
We end this section by defining a certain hypothesis under which our
results are most naturally stated. It is verified for many classical points on
the eigencurve.
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Hypothesis (e´t). If f ∈M †κ(Γ) is a finite slope eigenform, then it satisfies
(e´t) if the weight map κ : CN →W is e´tale at xf .
We will often write “f ∈ M †κ(Γ) satisfies (e´t),” implicitly including the
qualification that f is finite slope eigenform.
Proposition 2.6. If f ∈ Mk(Γ) is an regular eigenform of non-critical
slope, then the weight map κ is e´tale at xf . Thus f satisfies (e´t).
Proof. This is essentially given by the two lemmas in [2, Section 2.1.4],
except for the restriction on the level at which f is new. This takes a small
amount of work to remove, so we explain the argument in full.
First, if N ′ | N let us write CNN ′ for the eigencurve parameterizing finite
slope TΓ-eigensystems appearing in spaces M
†
κ(Γ′) where Γ′ = Γ1(N
′) ∩
Γ0(p). As observed at the start of [2, Lemma 2.7], there is a canonical
closed immersion CNN ′ →֒ CN .
Let f be as in our proposition. Then, we can find a unique N ′ | N and
an eigenform f ′ ∈ Mk(Γ
′), which is either new or the stabilization of a
newform of level Γ1(N
′). The corresponding classical point xf ′ ∈ C
N
N ′ maps
to xf under C
N
N ′ →֒ CN . Since f is regular of non-critical slope, so is f
′. In
addition, the generalized TΓ-eigenspace associated to f
′ in Mk(Γ
′) is one-
dimensional (strong multiplicity one allows us to ignore the eigenvalues at
primes dividing N/N ′) and so the argument in [2, Lemma 2.8] immediately
extends to show that the weight map CNN ′ →W is e´tale at xf ′ .
The previous paragraph reduces us to showing that CNN ′ → CN is also e´tale
at xf ′ . Since it is a closed immersion, we need to show that in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of xf in CN , every classical point arises from a Hecke
eigensystem that is new of tame level N ′. If f is Eisenstein, it is ordinary
since f is assumed to have non-critical slope. This case can be handled
explicitly, so we assume that f is cuspidal. In that case the two-dimensional
Galois representation associated with f is absolutely irreducible and extends
to a two-dimensional family of Galois representations is a neighborhood U
of xf on CN . If Z ⊂ U is an irreducible component then the tame conductor
of the Galois representations are constant at classical points in Z ([38]). It
follows that every classical point on Z arises from level N ′, finishing the
proof. (Section 7 contains further discussion of Galois representations.) 
3. Constant slope radii and log derivatives
Definition 3.1. Assume that f ∈ M †κ(Γ) satisfies (e´t). A p-adic family
passing through f is an irreducible component U of an affinoid neighborhood
of xf in CN such that κ : U → κ(U) is a rigid analytic isomorphism onto
an affinoid open subdomain κ(U) ⊂ W.
We say a p-adic family U has constant slope if u 7→ vp(ap(u)) is constant.
Remark 3.2. In this article, a p-adic family means explicitly that the weight
function is a local coordinate of the family.
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There is an obvious way to construct a new p-adic family from an old
one, by restricting the domain. In particular, since ap is non-vanishing on
the eigencurve, any f ∈ M †κ(Γ) satisfying (e´t) must have some constant
slope p-adic family U passing through it (the construction of the eigencurve
implies that κ(U) ⊂ W is necessarily an affinoid open subdomain for U
small enough). So, the following definition is well-posed.
Definition 3.3. Assume that f ∈M †κ(Γ) satisfies (e´t). Then,
CSw(f) := inf {mκ(κ(U)) : U is a constant slope p-adic family through f} .
The notation CS indicates the phrase “constant slope”. We refer to
CSw(−) as a/the constant slope radius. Let us stress again that our mea-
surement is in terms of a valuation, rather than a norm. The superscript
“w” indicates that we are measuring the radii according to the coordinate
wκ as opposed to measuring directly in the weight variable k.
If f ∈ M †κ(Γ) is a finite slope eigenform satisfying (e´t) and U is a p-adic
family passing through f , with W = κ(U), then the function ap ∈ O(U)
naturally defines an element ap ∈ O(W ). We can thus expand ap on W as
a power series in w − wκ
ap(w) = ap(wκ) + a
′
p(wκ)(w −wκ) + · · · .
Of course, ap(wκ) = ap(f).
Theorem 3.4. If f ∈M †κ(Γ) satisfies (e´t), then
(3.1) vp(ap(f))− vp(a
′
p(wκ)) ≤ CS
w(f).
Proof. If U is a constant slope p-adic family passing through f and W =
κ(U), then
vp(ap(f))− vp(a
′
p(wκ)) ≤ mκ(W )
by Proposition 1.2. Taking the infimum over such U proves the theorem. 
Let us make some minor consistency checks. First, it is certainly possible
that a′p(wκ) = 0 (as opposed to ap(f), which is assumed to be non-zero).
In that case, the result is trivial because 0 ≤ CSw(f) by definition. More
generally, Theorem 3.4 is also trivial if the left-hand side of (3.1) happens
to be non-positive (see Example 4.4 for instance).
A second check we might use is Hida theory (where vp(ap(f)) = 0). Hida
theory provides many examples where CSw(f) = 0, i.e. examples where f
lives in a p-adic family that maps isomorphically onto an entire component
of p-adic weight space. If that is so, our bound implies that vp(a
′
p(wκ)) ≥ 0.
That is consistent because, in such examples, the function ap is defined by
a power series with integral coefficients.
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4. Relationship with L -invariants
If f is a cuspidal and p-new, then f is regular and in fact its slope is
k−2
2 < k − 1. So, Theorem 3.4 applies to f . On the other hand, such f also
has an L -invariant Lf ∈ Qp, using the definition given by Mazur ([34]).
Lemma 4.1. If f ∈ Sk(Γ) is a p-new eigenform, then
(4.1) vp(Lf ) = 2vp(2) + 1 + vp
(
a′p(wκ)
ap(f)
)
.
Proof. By a generalization of the Greenberg–Stevens method (see [21]),
(4.2) Lf = −2ap(f)
−1 d
dk
ap(k),
where ap(−) is expanded as a series in the variable k ∈ Zp. By Remark 2.1,
(4.3) vp
(
d
dk
ap(k)
)
= vp
(
a′p(wκ)
)
+ 1 + vp(2).
Thus (4.1) follows from (4.2) and (4.3). 
By Remark 2.1, it seems reasonable to make the the following alternate
normalization of constant slope radii.
Definition 4.2. CSk(−) := max(0,CSw(−)− 1− vp(2)).
For instance, if f ∈Mk(Γ) is an eigenform, then CS
k(f) = m0 ∈ Z means
that f lives in a p-adic family over all the integers k′ ≡ k mod (p − 1)pm0 .
(This is what we used in the introduction.)
Theorem 4.3. If f ∈ Sk(Γ) is a p-new eigenform, then
−vp(Lf ) + vp(2) ≤ CS
k(f).
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.1. 
Example 4.4. Let p = 5, N = 1, and k = 10. In S10(Γ0(5)) there are three
newforms f0, f1, f2. Robert Pollack has computer programs that computes
L -invariants.1 Up to labeling, they satisfy v5(Lf0) = 2 and v5(Lf1) =
v5(Lf2) = −2. So, Theorem 4.3 gives no information for f0, but for f = f1
or f = f2 we learn that a constant slope family passing through f must be
restricted at least to weights k′ ≡ 10 mod 4 · 52. See Section 9 for further
discussions of this data.
Example 4.5. Suppose that f ∈ Sk(Γ0(Np)) is new at p. Suppose further-
more that vp(Lf ) < 1 −
k−2
2 . Then Theorem 3.4 implies that
k−2
2 − 1 <
CSk(f). The slope of f is k−22 so, in spirit, f is bordering on providing a
counter-example to the Gouveˆa–Mazur conjecture.
1We do not explain Pollack’s method here. It is generally based on combining the
Mazur–Tate–Teitelbaum conjecture with calculations of p-adic L-functions. The reader
may also be interested in more recent work of Gra¨f ([27]).
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On the other hand, at least if p > 2 and 2 < k < p+1, Breuil and Me´zard
separately calculated ([10, Corollary 4.3.3.1]) that vp(Lf ) < 1 −
k−2
2 is
sufficient to guarantee that the mod p Galois representation associated with
f is irreducible, even after restricting to a decomposition group at p. This
is consistent with the yoga used by Buzzard and Calegari to find a counter-
example to the Gouveˆa–Mazur conjecture. We can even add that, according
to Pollack’s data, when p = 59 and N = 1 there is a newform in weight
k = 16 whose L -invariant has valuation −7 < 1− 16−22 .
Remark 4.6. Benois ([3]) has given a definition, generalizing work of Green-
berg ([28]), of an “L -invariant” associated with any eigenform f ∈ Sk(Γ)
under a suitable Selmer group hypothesis (which is conjecturally always
true). Mok showed in [35] that (4.2) still holds. So, we could have stated
Theorem 4.3 in this generality as well. We do not know, however, of any
way to directly calculate the L -invariants beyond the p-new cases. (We do
know how to compute the logarithmic derivatives sometimes. See the proof
of Proposition 5.2.)
We mention this because the definition of this L -invariant is purely in
terms of (deformations of) Galois representations when the correct hypothe-
ses are present. In this way, the bound we have proven in Theorem 3.4 can
be thought of as Galois-theoretic.
5. An example (after Emerton)
In Example 4.4, we saw that Theorem 3.4 sometimes yields no informa-
tion. Our goal here is to give one non-trivial example where the bound in
Theorem 3.4 is provably an equality.
For this section, we suppose that p = 2 and N = 1. The vector space
S14(Γ0(2)) is two-dimensional and spanned by newforms f
± labeled accord-
ing to whether a2(f
±) = ±26 (each happens once). What is special about
this situation is that Emerton has given ([23]) explicit equations defining
the lowest slope cuspidal families of the 2-adic tame level one eigencurve
C. Specifically, if W = B(w14, 6), then Emerton constructed an irreducible
region U ⊂ C on which a2 has constant slope 6, the points of U correspond
to the lowest slope cuspidal eigenforms at weights κ ∈ W , and κ : U → W
is a two-to-one cover ramified at two points. Especially, each of f± defines
a point x± := xf± on U and Proposition 2.6 tells us κ is e´tale at each x±.
So, a2 has a series expansion around w = w14 (the expansion depends on ±
of course).
Proposition 5.1. The ramification of κ|U occurs at two weights κ with
v2(wκ − w14) = 7.
In particular, CSw(f±) = 7.
Proof. This is contained in the proof of [23, Lemma 4.13]. There, an equa-
tion for U is given and our claim follows from the estimate of “d1” in the
middle of the proof. 
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We now present the following calculation, complementary to Proposition
5.1, which shows that the bound in Theorem 3.4 is tight.
Proposition 5.2. v2
(
a′
2
(w14)
a2(f±)
)
= −7.
Proof. One way to prove this is to compute Lf± and then apply Lemma
4.1. Pollack did this for us and told us our proposition was correct. For the
sake of completeness, let us give an alternative calculation.
Write P (w, t) = 1 +
∑
ci(w)t
i ∈ Z2[[w, t]] for the characteristic series of
the U2-operator acting on overconvergent 2-adic cuspforms of even weight
(those κ such that κ(−1) = 1). For such weights κ, P (wκ, t) ∈ C2[[t]] is equal
to det(1− tU2|S
†
κ(Γ)). As discussed in [16, Section IV], we have
(5.1)
a′2(w14)
a2(f±)
= a2(f
±)
d
dwP (w, t)
d
dtP (w, t)
∣∣∣∣
w=w14,t=a2(f±)−1
.
In previous work with Pollack ([6]) we calculated P (w, t) to a high accuracy
using Koike’s formula (see [5] also). From this, we deduce the values given
in Table 1 below.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
v2(c
′
i(w14)) 0 7 19 34 60 78 106 140 179
v2(c
′
i(w14)a2(f
±)−i) -6 -5 1 10 30 42 64 92 125
Table 1: Valuations of derivatives of the coefficients of P (w, t) at w = w14.
It thus seems likely that ddwP (w, a2(f
±)−1)|w=w14 =
∑
c′i(w14)a2(f
±)−i
has 2-adic valuation −6. To prove this, recall that a theorem of Buzzard and
Kilford ([15]) implies that ci(w) ∈ (8, w)
λiZ2[[w]] where λi =
(
i+1
2
)
. Thus,
(5.2) v2(c
′
i(w14)a2(f
±)−i) ≥ 3 (λi − 1)− 6i
for each i. The function on the right-hand side of (5.2) is minimized at
i = 3/2 and at i = 3 its value is −3. So, the first few columns in Table 1 do
indeed imply that
(5.3) v2
(
d
dw
P (w, a2(f
±)−1)|w=w14
)
= v2
(
c′1(w14)a2(f
±)−1
)
= −6.
For the denominator in (5.1), by Coleman’s classicality theorem ([17]) we
have
P (w14, t) = (1− a2(f
±)t)(1− a2(f
∓)t)
∏
β
(1− βt)
where v2(β) ≥ 13 for each β. Then, the product rule implies that
(5.4)
d
dt
P (w14, t)
∣∣
t=a2(f±)−1
= −2a2(f
±)u
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where u is a 2-adic unit. From (5.3) and (5.4) we deduce that
v2
(
a′2(w14)
a2(f±)
)
= −7,
as claimed. 
6. Crystalline lifts with prescribed slope
This section concerns the mod p reduction of certain two-dimensional
representations of G = Gal(Qp/Qp). In Section 7, we will apply the result
proved here to give a second bound on constant slope radii. Because of our
intended application, we make one global consideration (see Remark 6.7).
Otherwise, our discussion is completely local.
We write χcycl for the cyclotomic character and χcycl for its mod p re-
duction. We also write I for the inertia subgroup of G. Throughout this
section V will generally mean a continuous, two-dimensional, Qp-linear rep-
resentation of G. To simplify notation, we use ≃I to mean isomorphic as
I-representations (and 6≃I accordingly).
In [24], Fontaine defined what it means for V to be crystalline (for general
coefficients, see also [10, Section 3]). A crystalline representation is uniquely
determined by a certain two-dimensional Qp-vector space Dcrys(V ) which is
equipped with a filtration, called the Hodge filtration, and a linear operator
ϕ, called the crystalline Frobenius. One consequence of the classification is
that irreducible crystalline representations V are parameterized up to twists
by two numbers: first, an integer k ≥ 2 and, second, an element ap ∈ Qp
such that vp(ap) > 0. (See [7] or [9, Section 3] for discussion and references.)
Given such a pair (k, ap), write Vk,ap for the corresponding representation.
Concretely, we normalize this so that the Hodge filtration on Dcrys(Vk,ap)
has weights 0 < k − 1 and the Frobenius ϕ is non-scalar with characteristic
polynomial X2−apX+p
k−1. (We say the cyclotomic character has Hodge–
Tate weight −1.)
For any Qp-linear representation V of G there is a Zp-linear and G-stable
lattice T ⊂ V . We define V = (T ⊗Zp Fp)
ss where the superscript “ss”
means to semi-simply the G-action on the Fp-vector space T ⊗Zp Fp. It is
well-known that V 7→ V is independent of the choice of T . In what follows,
we write V k,ap for what a pedant would write Vk,ap .
Now fix a fundamental character ω2 of level 2 ([40, Section 1.7]). This is
a tame character on inertia and ωp+12 = χcycl. Since V is two-dimensional,
[41, Proposition 1] implies:
(a) If V is irreducible, then V ≃I ω
s
2⊕ω
ps
2 for some integer s not divisible
by p+ 1.
(b) If V is reducible then V ≃I χ
a
cycl ⊕ χ
b
cycl for two integers a, b.
Notation 6.1. If k ≥ 2 and v(ap) > 0, we write s(k, ap) for the choice of
any integer according to the following two cases.
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(a) If V k,ap is irreducible and V k,ap ≃I ω
s
2 ⊕ ω
ps
2 , then s(k, ap) = s.
(b) If V k,ap is reducible, then s(k, ap) = 0.
We call this notation, rather than a definition, because there is ambiguity
in case (a). Namely, since ω2 has order p
2−1, only the two values s, ps mod
p2 − 1 together are well-defined. That implies ±s(k, ap) mod p + 1 is well-
defined, giving meaning to the next proposition.
Proposition 6.2. Let k ≥ 2, vp(ap) > 0, and write h = vp(ap). Then, for
each integer k′ ≥ 2 such that
(a) k′ − 1 6≡ ±s(k, ap) mod p+ 1 and
(b) ⌊k
′−2
p−1 ⌋ < h,
we have V k′,a′p 6≃I V k,ap for all a
′
p with vp(a
′
p) = h.
In order to prove the proposition, we recall the following theorem of
Berger, Li, and Zhu ([7]).
Theorem 6.3 (Berger–Li–Zhu). Let k ≥ 2, vp(ap) > 0, and assume that
(6.1)
⌊
k − 2
p− 1
⌋
< v(ap).
Then, the following conclusions hold.
(a) If k− 1 6≡ 0 mod p+ 1, then V k,ap ≃I ω
k−1
2 ⊕ ω
p(k−1)
2 . In particular,
V k,ap is irreducible.
(b) If k−1 ≡ 0 mod p+1, then V k,ap ≃I (χ
(k−1)/(p+1)
cycl )
⊕2. In particular,
V k,ap is reducible.
Proof. Combine the main theorem and Proposition 4.1.4 from [7]. 
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Throughout this proof we fix k′ ≥ 2 and suppose
that vp(a
′
p) = h > ⌊
k′−2
p−1 ⌋. We will argue depending on whether or not V k,ap
is reducible. (We thank Sandra Rozensztajn for pointing out our argument
when V k,ap is reducible extends to the case when V k,ap is irreducible.)
First suppose that V k,ap is reducible. By definition, s(k, ap) = 0. So, the
assumption (a) on k′ is that k′ − 1 6≡ 0 mod p + 1. But then the assump-
tion (b) and Theorem 6.3(a) together imply that V k′,a′p is irreducible. In
particular, V k,ap 6≃I V k′,a′p .
Now suppose the V k,ap is irreducible. If V k′,a′p is reducible we are done.
Otherwise V k,ap ≃I ω
s(k,ap)
2 ⊕ω
ps(k,ap)
2 whereas assumption (b) and Theorem
6.3 implies that V k′,a′p ≃I ω
k′−1
2 ⊕ω
p(k′−1)
2 . Since k
′−1 6≡ ±s(k, ap) mod p+1
(by assumption (a)) we have that V k,ap 6≃I V k′,a′p . This completes the
proof. 
For k ∈ Z, s ∈ Z, and h > 0 we define Xk,s,h to be those integers k
′ such
that
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(i) k′ ≡ k mod p− 1,
(ii) k′ − 1 6≡ ±s mod p+ 1, and
(iii) ⌊k
′−2
p−1 ⌋ < h <
k′−2
2 .
(Condition (iii) implies that Xk,s,h is empty for p = 2 and that Xk,s,h has
at most one element in it for p = 3. See Section 8 for remarks on p = 2, 3.)
We consider the condition
(6.2)
⌈(p − 3)h⌉ − 1
3(p − 1)
≥ 1
and then define
(6.3) mp(h) =
{
logp
(
⌈(p−3)h⌉−1
3(p−1)
)
if ⌈(p−3)h⌉−13(p−1) ≥ 1;
0 otherwise.
Here, logp(−) means the logarithm with base p (not the p-adic logarithm).
Proposition 6.4. Assume that p > 3 and fix any choice of k, s, and h as
above.
(a) If h satisfies (6.2), then Xk,s,h is non-empty.
(b) Either Xk,s,h is empty, or there exists a k
′ ∈ Xk,s,h such that
vp(k
′ − k) ≥ ⌊mp(h)⌋.
During the proof of Proposition 6.4 we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5. If n ≥ 1 and I = (x1, x2) is a connected open interval of
real numbers with length ℓ = x2 − x1 > 0, then I contains an arithmetic
progression of integers modulo n of length at least ⌊ ⌈ℓ⌉−1n ⌋.
Proof. Clear. 
Proof of Proposition 6.4. The proof will show both statements simultane-
ously. To start, write Yk,h for the set of integers k
′ satisfying just (i) and
(iii) above. Thus Xk,s,h ⊂ Yk,h. The set Yk,h is bounded by (iii), so use
condition (i) to write
Yk,h = {k +m(p − 1), k + (m+ 1)(p − 1), . . . , k + (m+M − 1)(p − 1)}
for integers m andM withM ≥ 0. By Lemma 6.5 we can estimate M based
on p and h. Let us omit that for now and deduce information about Xk,s,h.
Suppose that we know M ≥ 3pt where t ≥ 0 is an integer. We claim that
this is enough to get a k′ ∈ Xk,s,h such that vp(k
′−k) ≥ t (in particularXk,s,h
is non-empty). To see this, choose 0 ≤ j ≤ pt − 1 such that vp(m + j) ≥ t.
SinceM ≥ 3pt, the elements k′i = k+(m+ j+ ip
t)(p−1) for i = 0, 1, 2 all lie
in Yk,h and satisfy vp(k
′
i − k) ≥ t. On the other hand, the k
′
i are also either
consecutive odd or consecutive even integers modulo p + 1. Since p > 3,
they must be distinct and so at least one of them is in Xk,s,h, proving our
claim.
Now we return to the assumption that M ≥ 3pt. By Lemma 6.5 in fact
we have M ≥ ⌊ ⌈ℓ⌉−1p−1 ⌋ where ℓ is the length of the interval of k
′ satisfying
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(iii). Certainly ℓ is at least (p− 3)h, which is the length of the interval of k′
satisfying k
′−2
p−1 < h <
k′−2
2 . So, to find M ≥ 3p
t we may seek a t such that
(6.4)
⌊
⌈(p− 3)h⌉ − 1
p− 1
⌋
?
≥ 3pt.
Since t is an integer, the floor on the left-hand side of (6.4) can be removed.
Dividing by 3 and taking logarithms, we see that
⌊mp(h)⌋ ≥ t =⇒ M ≥ 3p
t.
So, the previous paragraph applied to t = ⌊mp(h)⌋ completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.6. Assume that p > 3, k ≥ 2 and h = vp(ap) > 0 satisfies
(6.2). Then, there exists an integer k′ ≥ 2 such that
(a) k′ ≡ k mod (p− 1)p⌊mp(h)⌋
(b) V k,ap 6≃I V k′,a′p for all vp(a
′
p) = h, and
(c) h < k
′−2
2 .
Proof. The set X = Xk,s(k,ap),h contains a k
′ with vp(k
′ − k) ≥ ⌊mp(h)⌋
by Proposition 6.4. By conditions (i) and (iii) in the definition of X, we
have k′ ≡ k mod (p − 1) and h < k
′−2
2 . By conditions (ii) and (iii), and
Proposition 6.2, if k′ ∈ X and vp(a
′
p) = h, then V k,ap 6≃I V k′,a′p . 
Remark 6.7. The role of the hypothesis h < k
′−2
2 in the previous theorem
is to allow us to transfer between Tp-slopes and Up-slopes (compare with
Remark 2.4 and the proof of Theorem 7.4).
Remark 6.8. If we take into account the parity of k and/or the reducibility
of V k,ap , then Theorem 6.6 can be improved by constants. More specifically,
if V k,ap is reducible then s(k, ap) = 0, so the ±s mod p + 1 which needs
to be avoided in Xk,s,h is in fact only one number. Thus in the proof of
Proposition 6.4 we can replace the instances of 3pt by 2pt.
If we assume that V k,ap is reducible and also that k is even then we can
further replace 2pt by pt. Indeed, if k is even then the condition k′ − 1 6≡
0 mod p+ 1 is already implied by the condition that k′ ≡ k mod p− 1.
To summarize, if b = 1, 2, 3 and we consider the condition
(6.2b)
⌈(p − 3)h⌉ − 1
b(p− 1)
≥ 1
and the function
(6.3b) m
(b)
p (h) =
{
logp
(
⌈(p−3)h⌉−1
b(p−1)
)
if (6.2b);
0 otherwise,
then Theorem 6.6 is proven with b = 3 in general, b = 2 when V k,ap is
reducible and b = 1 when V k,ap is reducible and k is even.
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7. Slope dependent bounds
The bound for CSw(f) in Theorem 3.4 is highly dependent on the partic-
ular eigenform f . Here we discuss bounds that depend only on the slope of
f (what we call slope dependent bounds).
Before giving the positive result, we point out that slope dependent
bounds are not a general phenomenon. More precisely, even in a fixed level
N there is no single function m(h) such that m(h) → ∞ as h → ∞ and
m(h) ≤ CSw(f) when f is a p-adic eigenform of tame level N and slope h.
Example 7.1. Consider p = 2 and N = 1. Let W+ be the even component
of W and W<3+ be defined by κ ∈ W+ and 0 < vp(wκ) < 3. Write C
<3 for
the preimage of the tame level 1, 2-adic eigencurve above W<3+ . Buzzard
and Kilford proved in [15] that C<3 decomposes into a union C<3 =
⋃
i Ci of
irreducible components Ci such that κ|Ci : Ci → W
<3
+ is e´tale and if x ∈ Ci,
then v2(a2(x)) = iv2(wκ(x)). In particular, if x ∈ C
<3 corresponds to a
finite slope 2-adic eigenform fx, then CS
w(fx) = vp(wκ(x)). So, CS
w(−) is
constant on each weight fiber over W<3+ , whereas the list of slopes in each
weight fiber is unbounded.
The literature contains more results, always related to the so-called “spec-
tral halo,” that can be used to construct similar examples ([36, 30, 31, 43,
33]). Further, a conjecture of Pollack and the author ([4]) suggests that
slope dependent bounds may never exist for wκ /∈ Zp. Below, we are going
to show the converse statement is true. In particular, a slope dependent
bound exists if we restrict to classical eigenforms.
In order to prove our result we need to discuss Galois representations,
especially over eigencurves. Write GQ = Gal(Q/Q) for the absolute Galois
group of Q and GQp = Gal(Qp/Qp) ⊂ GQ for the choice of decomposition
group corresponding to our fixed embedding Qp ⊂ Q. As in the previous
section, we write I ⊂ GQp for the inertia subgroup.
Suppose that g ∈Mk(Γ1(N)) is an eigenform of weight k ≥ 2 and let ψg
be its nebentype character. Then, there is a two-dimensional semi-simple
and continuous representation Vp(g) of GQ, with coefficients in Qp, such
that:
(a) If ℓ ∤ Np, then Vp(g) is unramified at ℓ and the characteristic poly-
nomial of a geometric Frobenius element at ℓ is
X2 − aℓ(g)X + ψg(ℓ)ℓ
k−1.
(b) Vp(g)|GQp is crystalline. The vector space Dcrys(Vp(g)) has Hodge
filtration with weights 0 < k − 1 and the crystalline Frobenius ϕ on
Dcrys(Vp(g)) is non-scalar with characteristic polynomial
X2 − ap(g)X + ψg(p)p
k−1.
The representations Vp(g) are completely determined by (a). For property
(b), see [39, Theorem 1.2.4(ii)] and [19, Theorem 3.1]. If vp(ap(g)) > 0, then
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Vp(g)|GQp is irreducible and so one of the Vk,ap up to a twist. It is possible
to make this more specific (see (7.1) in the next proof).
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that g ∈ Mk(Γ1(N)) is an eigenform of weight k ≥
2 and vp(ap(g)) > 0. Then there exists an ap ∈ Qp such that vp(ap) =
vp(ap(g)) and (V p(g)|GQp )
ss ≃I V k,ap.
Proof. View the Dirichlet character ψg instead as a character on GQ using
class field theory. Then by [9, The´ore`me 6.5] where exists an unramified
(because N is prime to p) character ψ
1/2
g of GQp whose square is ψg|GQp
and such that
(7.1) Vp(g)
∣∣
GQp
≃ Vk,ap(g)ψg(p)1/2 ⊗ ψ
1/2
g .
In particular, this implies the result with ap = ap(g)ψg(p)
1/2 (note that ψg
takes values in the roots of unity). 
The construction of Galois representations extends p-adic analytically to
eigencurves. Specifically, for each x ∈ CN there exists a two-dimensional
semi-simple and continuous representation Vx of GQ which is unramified
away from Np and such that a geometric Frobenius element at ℓ ∤ Np acts
with characteristic polynomial
X2 − aℓ(x)X + 〈ℓ〉(x)ℓ
−1κ(x)(ℓ).
This uniquely determines Vx as before. For instance, if f ∈ Mk(Γ) is a
stabilized eigenform f = gα, then we have Vxf = Vp(g).
For a moment, consider any continuous representation V of GQ over Qp.
We use, as in Section 6, the notation V to denotes its semi-simplification
modulo p. It is a fact (see [1] for example) that for a fixed N there are only
finitely many representations of the form V x as x runs over points of CN . In
fact, CN decomposes into a finite union
CN =
⋃
V
CN (V )
of open and closed rigid analytic subspaces CN (V ) characterized as those
points x such that V x ≃ V . (The CN (V ) are not necessarily irreducible
though.)
Lemma 7.3. If U is a p-adic family (passing through some point on CN),
then u 7→ V u is constant on U .
Proof. By [22, Corollary 2.2.9] the family U is contained in a unique irre-
ducible, and thus unique connected, component of CN . Thus U is completely
contained in one of the CN (V ) appearing in the above discussion. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. Recall that we defined
mp(h) in (6.3) and it includes the condition (6.2) on h. Also recall the
“k-normalized” constant slope radius CSk(−) from Definition 4.2.
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Theorem 7.4. Assume that p > 3, f ∈M †κ(Γ) satisfies (e´t), and wκ ∈ Zp.
Set h := vp(ap(f)). Then, ⌊mp(h)⌋ ≤ CS
k(f).
Proof. If h does not satisfy (6.2) then mp(h) = 0 so the result is trivial.
Thus in the proof we will assume that (6.2) is satisfied.
Consider a constant slope p-adic family U passing through f . Since wκ ∈
Zp, there are arbitrarily large integers k such that k and κ have non-empty
weight fibers in U and h < k−22 . By Coleman’s classicality theorem ([17])
the weight k point in U is classical. In fact, this point is necessarily a
stabilization gα of an eigenform g of level Γ1(N) and such that 0 < h =
vp(α) = vp(ap(g)) <
k−2
2 (by Remark 2.4). Taking k approaching to κ, we
may assume that f = gα.
By Lemma 7.2 we may choose ap such that vp(ap) = h and
(7.2) (V xf |GQp )
ss ≃I V k,ap
Since h satisfies (6.2), Theorem 6.6 now guarantees the existence of an in-
teger k′ ≥ 2 such that
(a) k′ ≡ k mod (p− 1)p⌊mp(h)⌋,
(b) h < k
′−2
2 , and
(c) V k,ap 6≃I V k′,a′p for any choice of v(a
′
p) = h.
We claim that U cannot pass over the weight k′. Suppose it did. Then,
(b) would imply that above the weight k′ we have an eigenform f ′ of the
form f ′ = g′α′ with g
′ ∈ Mk(Γ1(N)) (using the argument via Coleman’s
theorem again). Furthermore, 0 < h = vp(ap(g
′)) = vp(α
′), so by Lemma
7.2 we know there exists an a′p with v(a
′
p) = h such that (7.2) holds with f
replaced by f ′, k replaced by k′, and ap replaced by a
′
p. Now property (c)
in our choice of k′ implies that
(7.3) (V xf |GQp )
ss 6≃I (V xf ′ |GQp )
ss,
which contradicts Lemma 7.3. So, U really does not pass over the weight
k′, completing the proof. 
Remark 7.5. If p = 2 then to get classical weights k approaching κ we would
need to assume wκ ∈ 4Z2 − 8Z2 if κ is an odd character and wκ ∈ 8Z2 if κ
is an even character. (We ignored this because we needed p > 3 anyways.)
Remark 7.6. The proof of Theorem 7.4 is exclusionary in the following way.
If f ∈ Mk(Γ) is an eigenform of slope h then what we showed is that (for
h large enough) there is some weight k′ ≡ k mod (p − 1)p⌊mp(h)⌋ such that
any constant slope p-adic family passing through f must omit the weight k′.
In particular, if we are concerned only with integer p-adic weights, then the
furthest a constant slope p-adic family through f can extend is to weights
k′ ≡ k mod (p − 1)p⌊mp(h)⌋+1.
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8. Optimizing slope dependent bounds
The slope dependent bound we proved in Theorem 7.4 is not optimal.
It is based on the analysis in Section 6 for which there may be improved
statements. For instance, Remark 6.8 already provides some conditions to
improve the bound by a constant factor.
It is also not out of the question that, in Theorem 6.3, the condition (6.1)
can be replaced by
(6.1*)
⌊
k − 1
p+ 1
⌋
< vp(ap).
(See the remarks following Conjecture 2.1.1 in [14] and the data in [37,
Section 6].) Assuming this, the arguments in Section 6 go through without
change for p > 3, and Theorem 6.6 can be altered by replacing mp(h) by
(6.3*) m∗p(h) =
{
logp
(
⌈(p−1)h⌉−2
3(p−1)
)
if ⌈(p−1)h⌉−23(p−1) ≥ 1;
0 otherwise.
The same trichotomy as in Remark 6.8 also applies.
The main benefit of improving Theorem 6.3 would be to study p = 2 and
p = 3. To get an analog of Theorem 6.6 in those cases, some adjustments to
Proposition 6.4 need to be made (since p > 3 is used in the middle of that
proof). We leave that to the reader. We do observe, though, that the proof
in Proposition 6.4 does go through for p = 2, 3 as long as k is even and V k,ap
is reducible (by Remark 6.8).
As an example of this discussion, assume that we can replace (6.1) in
Theorem 6.3 with (6.1*). Then, assume that f is an regular eigenform of
non-critical slope h, even weight and such that V xf |GQp is reducible. Some
basic estimates then give
(8.1) h ∈ Z≥3 =⇒
{
⌊logp(h− 1)⌋ ≤ CS
k(f) if p ≥ 3;
⌊logp(h− 2)⌋ ≤ CS
k(f) if p = 2,
improving Theorem 7.4.
Remark 8.1. An examination of the proof of Theorem 7.4 shows that to
deduce (8.1) we could also assume the precise global conjecture that would
follow from an affirmative answer to [11, Question 4.9] (see the text sur-
rounding [14, Conjecture 2.1.1] as well).
9. Comparison to Gouveˆa–Mazur-like quantities
The purpose of this final section is to discuss the relationship between our
results and a former conjecture of Gouveˆa and Mazur ([26]). The Gouveˆa–
Mazur conjecture was shown to be false by Buzzard and Calegari ([13]),
but it remains open what kind of salvage is possible. We indicated earlier
that the lower bound in Theorem 3.4 is heuristically close to the behavior
suggested in [26], so it seems possible that our results have bearing on this.
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Let us recall the setup of the conjecture in [26] now. The quantity we
consider is d(k, h), which is the multiplicity of h as the p-adic valuation of
an eigenvalue for the Up-operator acting on Mk(Γ). Coleman showed ([18])
that there is some function GM(h) such that if k ≡ k′ mod (p − 1)pGM(h)
then d(k, h) = d(k′, h). It was proven by Wan ([42]) that one could assume
that GM(h) = O(h2) with implicit constants depending on N and p. The
original conjecture of Gouveˆa–Mazur was that GM(h) = ⌈h⌉ is sufficient.
This is what is shown to be false in [13].
Some of the implicit finiteness properties needed to produce the function
GM(h) are not exactly present in the setup of this paper. However, we will
ignore that and proceed to present evidence that one might want to confuse
GM(h) and constant slope radii. Or, at least, we will compare our lower
bounds with plausible values for GM(h).
For most of the rest of this section we let p = 5 and N = 1. If k ≥ 2
is an even integer and f ∈ Sk(Γ0(5)) is a newform, then Theorems 4.3 and
7.4 provide obstructions to the existence of a constant slope 5-adic family
passing through f in terms of Lf and the slope hk =
k−2
2 . Taking into
account Remark 7.6 and Section 8 we have that, for k ≥ 8, a constant slope
family through f should only exist over k′ ≡ k mod 4 · 5m5(f,hk) where
(9.1) m5(f, hk) = max(⌊log5(hk − 1)⌋+ 1, ⌈−v5(Lf )⌉).
(Note: All of the mod 5 Galois representations at level Γ0(5) are reducible,
even globally.) Now we need some data on the m5(f, hk)’s, given in Table
2, that was provided to us by Robert Pollack (as discussed in Example 4.4).
k List of v5(Lf )’s List of m5(f, hk)’s
8 0,−2,−2 1, 2, 2
10 2,−2,−2 1, 2, 2
12 −1,−2,−2 1, 2, 2
14 −1,−2,−2,−4,−4 2, 2, 2, 4, 4
16 −1,−3,−3,−4,−4 2, 3, 3, 4, 4
18 −1,−2,−2,−4,−4 2, 2, 2, 4, 4
20 −1,−2,−2,−5,−5,−6,−6 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 6, 6
22 −1,−2,−2,−5,−5,−6,−6 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 6, 6
24 −1,−2,−2,−4,−4,−7,−7 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 7, 7
26 −1,−3,−3,−4,−4,−7,−7,−8,−8 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 7, 7, 8, 8
Table 2: Lists of 5-adic congruence obstructions m5(f, hk) to constant slope
5-adic families through newforms of given weight k.
As an example of what to do with this, suppose that k = 16. The list of
v5(Lf )’s in that case is {−1,−3,−3,−4,−4} and so the list of m5(f, 7)’s is
{2, 3, 3, 4, 4}. This means, at the very least, that no constant slope 7 family
should exist over all weights k′ ≡ 16 mod 4 · 5. Further, if the m5(f, hk)’s
are exactly the obstruction to families existing, we expect one family over
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weights k′ ≡ 16 mod 4 · 52, two more over weights k′ ≡ 16 mod 4 · 53, and
finally two more still over k′ ≡ 16 mod 4 · 54. To see if this is plausible, we
give the slopes of the U5-operator acting in weights near to 16 in Table 3.
k Slopes of U5 acting on Sk(Γ0(5)) d(k, 7)
20 1, 9, 9, . . . 0
36 1, 4, 5, 17, 17, . . . 0
116 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, . . . 1
516∗ 1, 6, 7, 7, 7, 8, 14, 15, . . . 3
2516∗ 1, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 14, 15, . . . 5
12516∗ 1, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 14, 15, . . . 5
Table 3: Slopes of U5-operator at weights k near to 16.
As far as we know, this is as close as a human can come to “seeing”
constant slope families. So, the data indicates a strong link between the
m5(f, 7)’s and the corresponding 5-adic families passing through the f ’s.
The ∗’s appearing in Table 3 indicate that we used work of Lauder ([32])
to calculate in the corresponding weights, as opposed to using in-built sage
commands to calculate actual spaces of cuspforms, and that we did not make
the calculation provably correct. (This would have involved making some
constants effective, but possibly increasing the length of the computation.)
Using Lauder’s work is crucial to make further calculation since, as best as
we can tell, the largest value of −vp(Lf ) in weight k is linear in k, meaning
that we must be prepared to consider weights on the order of k+ (p− 1)pk.
In fact we compiled data as in Table 3 for each 8 ≤ k ≤ 26 and summarized
it in Table 4. For notation, if j ≥ 0 we define dj(k) = d(k + (p− 1)p
j , hk).
k d0(k) d1(k) d2(k) d3(k)
∗ d4(k)
∗ d5(k)
∗ d6(k)
∗ d7(k)
∗ d8(k)
∗ d9(k)
∗
8 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
10 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
12 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
14 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
16 0 0 1 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
18 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
20 0 0 3 3 3 5 7 7 7 7
22 0 0 3 3 3 5 7 7 7 7
24 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 7 7 7
26 0 0 1 3 5 5 5 7 9 9
Table 4: Multiplicity dj(k) of the slope hk =
k−2
2 at weight k + 4 · 5
j .
The link we are after is clear now: Tables 2 and 4 show that, except
for the case k = 12, the list of m5(f, hk)’s is exactly the list of j where
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dj(k) > dj−1(k) withmultiplicity counted by dj(k)−dj−1(k). This numerical
correlation was replicated in all the cases where we had access to the L -
invariants. One could also replace the function dj(k) by a more robust
function like the minimum of d(k+u(p− 1)pj, hk) where u = 1, 2, . . . , p− 1.
We did that as well, but there seemed to be no difference in the data.
We have not found a theoretical reason why the case k = 12 is slightly
off. The same thing (being off “by one”) happened for k = 52 and not
again in our test range (k ≤ 142). We note, however, that the disagreement
in the data is occurring only for the single supposedly largest of the 5-adic
families through a newform of weights 12, 52, etc. and the size of the family
is controlled by the logarithmic term in (9.1).
We now release the assumption that p = 5 and N = 1. The numer-
ics detailed above deserve expanding upon. We have begun to carry this
out, but going further at this point would only result in speculation being
piled upon speculation. In any case, we did not even indicate how the L -
invariants were computed by Pollack. However, we can offer a question that
now seems likely to have an affirmative answer.
Question 9.1. Does there exist a non-negative function m˜p(h) that grows
like log h as h→∞ and satisfies the following property?
If f ∈ Sk(Γ) is a p-new eigenform then define
m˜p(f) = max(⌊m˜p(h)⌋, ⌈−vp(Lf )⌉).
Then, the list of m˜p(f)’s as f ranges over p-new eigenforms in Sk(Γ) is
equal to the list of j such that dj(k) > dj−1(k) with multiplicity counted by
dj(k) − dj−1(k).
One can also ask the same question without the assumption that f is
p-new, replacing the L -invariant by the logarithmic derivative of ap. We
do not yet have a strong feeling on that because data in this case is much
harder to come by.
It seems unlikely that a negative answer to Question 9.1 can be provided
as stated, so let us end with a falsifiable conjecture. The data we have
strongly points to an answer of “yes.”
Conjecture 9.2. For 3 ≤ p ≤ 11 and N = 1, Question 9.1 has an affirma-
tive answer witnessed by m˜p(h) = ⌊logp(h)⌋ + 1 (when h ≥ 1).
Admittedly, the scope of this conjecture is small. But, we have not found
a theoretical explanation for why the “h − 1” in (9.1) needs to be replaced
by “h” in order to make Conjecture 9.2 true. If we had one, or if we had a
lot more data, we would surely attempt to present a more broad conjecture.
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